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THANKS AI SALES AND MARKETING 
Corporation 

MEMBERS TERMS AND CONDITION 

 

I. OVERVIEW 

 

Welcome to THANKS AI SALES AND MARKETING CORPORATION (“the 

company”/” Thanks AI”). Your membership with the company allows you to purchase, distribute, 

sell, use and/or enjoy its products and other perks and privileges, subject to the terms and 

conditions as provided hereof. It likewise confers upon you the privilege to sponsor qualified 

individuals or juridical persons as your downlines, assist, motivate and train them, to the extent 

possible, making them a productive member of the organization and the society as a whole. 

 

Members are deemed to have read, understood and agreed to the provisions of this terms and 
conditions and undertook to faithfully observe and adhere thereto. 

 

The company reserves the right to amend any of the provisions of this terms and conditions, to the 

extent allowed by applicable laws and regulations in the Philippines. Any amendment thereto shall 

take effect fifteen (15) days from notice, which shall be sent through an email or a letter to its 

members. Any amendment to this Terms and Conditions shall likewise be posted to the company’s 

website for easy reference by members. In this case, the date of notice shall be the date of posting 

to the company’s website, or the date the letter or email was sent to a member, whichever comes 

first. 

 

Persons acting on behalf of a corporate entity warrant that they have the legal authority to bind 
such corporate entity to these Terms and Conditions of membership. If, after your agreement to 

these Terms and Conditions, the company found that you do not have the legal authority to bind 
such a corporate entity, you will be personally responsible for the obligations contained hereof. 

 
II. COMPANY PRODUCTS AND PRICES 

 
Product Name: PERFECT MINERAL AI POWDER 

Description: Powder supplement 

Contents: 2g x 15 sachet 
Price: 

Initial purchase price: Half Box: P5,000 | 1 Box: P10,000 | 2 Box: P20,000 
Repeat purchase price: Half Box: P3,250 | 1 Box: P6,500 | 2 Box: P13,000 

This product contains a luxurious blend of humic shale minerals (the shortcut to plant-base 
minerals) and humic shale fulvic acid. 
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Product Name: HYBRID MINERAL AI 

Description: Soft capsule supplement containing vegetable-based minerals. 

Contents: 28.8g (480mg x 60 soft capsule) 
Price: 

Initial purchase price: Half Box: P5,000 | 1 Box: P10,000 | 2 Box: P20,000 
Repeat purchase price: Half Box: P3,250 | 1 Box: P6,500 | 2 Box: P13,000 

This product contains an abundant blend of humic shale minerals (the shortcut to plant-based 
minerals) and the modern vegetable-based mineral “Replan” 

 

Product Name: KAWAII ESSENCE AI 

Description: Beauty lotion in an airless container. 

Contents: 20ml 
Price: 

Initial purchase price: 1 Box: P10,000 | 2 Box: P20,000 
Repeat purchase price: 1 Box: P6,500 | 2 Box: P13,000 

The beauty lotion “Kawaii Essence” is a luxurious blend of beauty ingredients including plant 
minerals, proteoglycans, plant stem cell culture extract (edelweiss callus culture extract), and 

hyaluronic acid that gives your skin what it needs. “Kawaii Essence” is a beauty lotion produced 

meticulously without any additional preservatives that will maximize the potential of your beauty. 
 

Product Name: PROFIL ® 

Description: Film supplement 

Contents: 15 sheets 
Price: 

Initial purchase price: Half Box: P5,000 | 1 Box: P10,000 | 2 Box: P20,000 
Repeat purchase price: Half Box: P3,250 | 1 Box: P6,500 | 2 Box: P13,000 

This is a next-generation film, made with a luxurious blend of ultra-pure proteoglycan, extracted 

using patented alkaline extraction technology. 
 

Product Name: CANEAL 

Description: Soft capsule supplement 

Contents: 29.8g (497mg x 60 soft capsule) 
Price: 

Initial purchase price: Half Box: P5,000 | 1 Box: P10,000 | 2 Box: P20,000 
Repeat purchase price: Half Box: P3,250 | 1 Box: P6,500 | 2 Box: P13,000 

This is a tablet type supplement containing Chitin Chitosan Oligosaccharides. 
 

Initial Purchase Package 

1 Box for 6 Months = P42,500 + FREE (1 Box Product of your Choice) 
2 Box for 6 Months = P85,000 + FREE (3 Boxes Product of your Choice) 

1 Box for 12 Months = P81,500 + FREE (3 Boxes Product of your Choice) 
2 Box for 12 Months = P163,000 + FREE (7 Boxes Product of your Choice) 

Repeat Purchase Package 

1 Box for 6 Months = P39,000 + FREE (1 Box Product of your Choice) 

2 Box for 6 Months = P78,000 + FREE (3 Boxes Product of your Choice) 
1 Box for 12 Months = P78,000 + FREE (3 Boxes Product of your Choice) 

2 Box for 12 Months = P156,000 + FREE (7 Boxes Product of your Choice) 
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III. ELIGIBILITY FOR MEMBERSHIP 

 

Individuals and corporate entities are qualified for membership with Thanks AI, subject 
to the following requirements: 
 
A. Individuals 
 

1. At least eighteen years old and above.  
2. Resident of the Philippines. Foreign nationals with a valid and existing Alien 
Certificate of Registration (ACR) issued by the Bureau of Immigration;  
3. Any valid photo-bearing government-issued ID; 

4. Tax Identification Number (TIN); 
 

B. Corporations 

 

1. Articles of Incorporation with Certificate of Registration from the SEC 

2. By-laws 

3. Current General Information Sheet 

4. A Board Resolution showing the corporation’s intention to be a member of  
Thanks AI, with the name of the person or persons appointed by the Board of 
Directors to serve as its representative/s for registration with Thanks AI. 

 

IV. NO EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP 

 

It shall be understood that being a distributor, sponsor, downline, or member of Thanks AI, I am 

an independent contractor and NOT an employee, agent, partner, or representative of the company. 

As an independent contractor, I have the option to hire my own people, sponsor, downline, agent 

or representative which I own full control and responsibility. Thus, I hereby render harmless and 

free from all sorts and forms of claim, responsibility, liability, and/or obligation, Thanks AI, its, 

directors, officers, and employees. 

 

V. PURCHASE ORDER AND PAYMENT 

 
Members can have their purchase orders either in person, (by personally going to Thanks AI’s 
Office and submit Purchase Orders), back office (through the company’s official website), by 
email, or by fax. 

 

Purchase Orders shall be accompanied by a proof of payment, which is either, an Official Receipt 
(for cash payment), Provisional Receipt (for check payment) Deposit Slip (for bank deposit), and 
Validation Receipt (for credit card payment). 

 

Products ordered will be delivered only after payment has been confirmed by Thanks AI’s Finance 
Department. 
 
Orders made on the last day of the month shall be considered as orders for the same month, unless, 
the last day of the month falls on a holiday or a non-working day, in which case, the order shall be 
considered placed for the following month. 
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VI. RETURNS 

 

Once ordered and delivered, no return of products shall be allowed, unless, the reason for 

the return is due to hidden defect, or, the products delivered are different from those stated in the 

Purchase Order. In the latter cases where return is justified, the concerned member must send a 

notice of non-acceptance to Thanks AI, stating the reason for the return, either, by telephone call, 

email, or online, through info@thanksai.ph. All costs of replacement and redelivery shall be for 

the account of Thanks AI. 

 

 

 

VII. BONUSES 

 

A. RANKING 

 

Bonuses are given to members on the basis of volume of Thanks AI products purchased, the 

number of successful referrals, and other factors as herein-contemplated. As a common condition, 

there must be at least one direct sponsored member (Real Map) that purchased at least one box of 

product on the left and right sides of the Binary Map to qualify for ranking. For this purpose, 

members are ranked based on point volume (PV) and growth conditions, as follows: 

 
 

Rank Point Volume 

(Small Leg) 

Numbers of Boxes 

Purchased 

Growth Conditions 

Silver 120,000 10-29 None 

Triple Silver 360,000 30-59 None 

Six Silver 720,000 60-99 None 

 

 

Gold 

 

 

1,200,000 

 

 

100-299 

2 silver rank lines on 

the real map make 

one (1) person on 

each of the large and 

small legs of the 

binary map 

Triple Gold 3,600,000 300-599 Same as Gold 

Six Gold 7,200,000 600-999 Same as Gold 

 

 

Diamond 

 

 

12,000,000 

 

 

1,000-2,999 

2 Gold Rank lines on 

the real map make 1 

person on each of the 

large and small legs 

of the binary map 

 

 

Triple Diamond 

 

 

36,000,000 

 

 

3,000-5,999 

4 Gold Rank lines on 

the real map make 2 

person on each of the 

large and small legs 

of the binary map 
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Six Diamond 

 

 

72,000,000 

 

 

6,000-9,999 

6 Gold Rank lines on 

the real map make 3 

person on each of the 

large and small legs 

of the binary map 

Crown Diamond 120,000,000 10,000 and more Same as Six 

Diamond 

B.  BONUS TYPES 

 

Note: If Half Box is purchased, there is only 2 types of bonus can be received (Sponsor Bonus & 
Pair Bonus). 

 

1. Sponsor Bonus – This is given to a member for every successful referral (individual or corporation) 

who will register as member (new registrant) and purchase Thanks AI products upon registration. A 

member (Sponsor) gets P675 for half box, P1350 pesos when a new registrant purchased one (1) box 
or P4500 when two (2) boxes has been purchased by the new registrant. Sponsor bonus is given on the 

same day of registration, or, as may be requested by a member. If not claimed upon registration, 

Sponsor Bonus can still be claimed by a member until the 5
th

 day of the following month. Unclaimed 

Sponsor Bonus, within the periods stated, will be deposited to the member’s bank account on/or before 

the 25
th

 of the following month. 
 

Note：In order to earn a sponsor bonus, you need to self-purchased a product on that month.  

If you do not self-purchased for the said month, you cannot get a sponsor bonus. 

 

2. Pairing Bonus – This is due when there is at least one (1) direct referral on both legs of the 

member’s Binary Map purchasing at least one product in a given month. In computing pairing 

bonus, the areas with no purchases will be compressed. Pairing Bonus can be obtained as a sum 
of money in accordance with the following table: 
 

Pair Bonus 
 

Direct Recruit 

Active Member 

 

Self-Purchase 

 

 

Half Box 
 

Self-Purchase 

 

1 box 
 

Self-Purchase 

 

2 Box 
 

 Half pair Normal 

pair 

Half Pair Normal pair Half Pair Normal pair 

2 – 3 persons ₱168.75 ₱337.50 ₱337.50 ₱675 ₱675 ₱1,350 

4 – 5 persons ₱225 ₱450 ₱450 ₱900 ₱900 ₱1,800 

6 persons above ₱281.25 ₱562.50 ₱562.50 ₱1,125 ₱1,125 ₱2,250 

 

Pairing bonus is given every 25th day of the following month. 

3. Balance Bonus – This is computed based on the total sales of the member’s large and small 

legs in a given month. This happens if you have at least one direct reference on both legs of the 
member's binary map and purchased at least one product for that month. For every purchase of 

one (1) box, the amount shown in the following table can be obtained depending on member’s 
rank, as follows: 
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Direct Recruit 

Active Member 

 

Personal 

Purchase  

 

1 Box 
 

Personal 

Purchase 

 

2 Box 
 

 

Bonus Limit 

 

 

 
 From 1 Box 

in Large Leg 

From 1 Box in 

Small Leg 
From 1 Box in 

Large Leg 
From 1 Box in 

Small Leg 
  

Silver ₱22.50 ₱135 ₱45 ₱270 ₱4,950  

Triple Silver ₱45 ₱135 ₱90 ₱270 ₱21,600  

Six Silver ₱45 ₱135 ₱90 ₱270 ₱43,200  

Gold  ₱67.50 ₱135 ₱135 ₱270 ₱94,500  
Triple Gold ₱90 ₱135 ₱180 ₱270 ₱351,000  

Six Gold ₱90 ₱135 ₱180 ₱270 ₱702,000  
Diamond ₱112.50 ₱135 ₱225 ₱270 ₱1,395,000   

Triple Diamond ₱135 ₱135 ₱270 ₱270 ₱4,860,000  
Six Diamond ₱135 ₱135 ₱270 ₱270 ₱9,720,000  

Crown Diamond ₱135 ₱135 ₱270 ₱270 ₱16,200,000  
(*) : The calculation target of the large group is the number of boxes which is five times the sales 
quantity of the small group.  

Balance bonus is given every 25
th

 day of the following month. 

 
4. Global Bonus – Thanks AI will give six percent (6%) of its total global sales as a Global Bonus to 

members whose rank is Triple Gold or higher, with at least one (1) direct referral on both large and 

small legs of the binary map with product purchases. As the rank goes higher, a member can earn up 

to six percent (6%). Each qualified rank will receive one percent (1%) from the six percent (6%) of the 

total global sales of Thanks AI, as shown in the table below: 

Complete Rank Number of Boxes in Small Leg %of Global Sales 

Triple Gold or Higher 301-600 1% 

Six Gold or Higher 601-1000 1% 

Diamond or Higher 1001-3000 1% 

Triple Diamond or Higher 3001-6000 1% 

Six Diamond 6001-9999 1% 

Crown Diamond 10000-more 1% 

Global bonus is given every 25th day of the following month. 
< Global bonus Example > 

If worldwide sales is ₱500 million (1% = ₱5 million) 
 

Complete Rank 
Number of accomplished 

people 
Amount of bonus to be 

distribute in each 
member 

 
Final bonus amount 

Triple Gold or Higher 100 people ₱ 50,000 (1) ₱ 50,000 

Six Gold or Higher 50 people ₱ 100,000 (2) ₱ 150,000 (1+2) 

Diamond or higher 20 people ₱ 250,000 (3) ₱ 400,000 (1+2+3) 

Triple Diamond or Higher 10 persons ₱ 500,000 (4) ₱ 900,000 (1+2+3+4) 

Six Diamond 5 persons ₱ 1,000,000 (5) ₱ 1,900,000 
(1+2+3+4+5) 

Crown Diamond 1 person ₱ 5,000,000 (6) ₱ 6,900,000 
(1+2+3+4+5+6) 
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5. Season Bonus – In the effort to share its profit to its loyal and trustworthy members, Thanks AI 

launches this newly established type of bonus. When a member achieves three rankings above the 
Gold rank within six (6) months before the distribution month (June and December of each year), 

he/she is qualified to avail Season Bonus. In the binary map, the purchasing member of direct 
sponsor of at least one person on the left and right. 

 

Thanks AI will give one percent (1%) of its global sales worldwide after the period of six (6) 
months. The pay-out will be distributed every June and December of each year.  
We divide this 1% equally by the number of people who acquired season bonus rights. 
 

*10% of the bonus will be deducted from the commission as withholding tax  
*1% of the bonus will be deducted as contribution for the improvement of agriculture in the 

Philippines.  
C. BONUS/COMMISSION PAYOUT 

 

1. The minimum bonus payout shall be ₱1125 = 2500PV. Bonuses below this amount shall be 

accumulated until it reaches the minimum amount for payout. The accumulation shall run for one 

(1) year. The bonus shall be forfeited in favor of the company if the amount does not reach P1125 
despite its accumulation for one (1) year. 
 

2. Bonuses shall be forfeited if not claimed after the period of one (1) year. 

 

3. In the case of a bonus payment, when a transfer fee of ₱225 = 500PV occurs. We will deduct 
the cost by subtracting it from the bonus amount. The amount will be deducted for Business 
Account Management.  

 

4. 2500PV below bonuses will not be deduct the BAM (Business Account Management) Fee. 

But if the Bonuses is 2500PV above the 500PV BAM will be deducted through your bonuses.  

 

5. If a Member would like to get the Direct Referral Sponsor Bonus on the spot. The deduction 

will be the ff: P50 Charge/ 10%Tax / 1% Farming Literacy Foundation. 

 

6. Monthly Payment Bonus Reduction: 500PV = P225 BAM / 10% Tax /  1% Farming Literacy 

Foundation. 
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D. BONUS /COMMISSION ADJUSTMENT 

 

Members agree that Thanks AI shall deduct one percent (1%) from the members’ payout as 

contribution to the Farming Literacy Foundation. Thanks AI has always been a partner of the 
Philippine government in the development and implementation of projects which are beneficial to 

the Philippines’ natural resources. 

 

We believe that restoration of our natural resources to its normal abundant state is everyone’s 

responsibility. Thus, this contribution, no matter how small it is, would be of great help towards 
the fulfillment of our social responsibility. 

 

VIII. MEMBERS’ CONTINUING DUTY 

 

It shall be the continuing duty of Thanks AI’s members to: 

 

1. Submit a written report or notification every-time a change in their membership details (as 
provided for in the Membership Form, they accomplished and submitted) occurs. A Written notice 

shall be submitted immediately after the occurrence of an event that changes members’ specific 
detail;  

2. Obtain prior written approval from Thanks AI’s management before appearance for 
interview with media (television, radio, print, or otherwise) on all matters affecting Thanks AI, its 
products, business activities, directors, officers and employees;  
3. Refrain from creating, uttering and/or circulating, or consent to the creation, utterance, or 

circulation of misinformation, or any information that would cast a bad impression against Thanks 
AI, its products, directors, officers and employees, either verbal, written, or whatever form;  
4. Refrain from distribution and/or circulation of pamphlets, brochures, or any other 

marketing materials, letters, or any other forms of written communications, other than those 
officially coming from Thanks AI and are purposely issued for circulation to its members, patrons 

or the public as a whole;  
5. Ensure compliance with Philippine Laws and regulations; 

 

6. A member should claim their remaining commission before moving to their country of 

preference; If a member failed to claim the commission before moving to a different country, 

commissioned will be voided. 

 

7. NON-MEMBER(USER) need to re-register if they would like to change their country 

preferences. 

 

IX. AUTOMATIC CANCELLATION OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

A member who does not have a purchase transaction for a consecutive period of six (6) months 
shall be deemed resigned and his membership shall be automatically cancelled without further 
action. 
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X. SUCCESSION/TRANSFER OF MEMBERSHIP 

 

In case of death of a member, his/her membership may be transferred/succeeded by any of his/her 
children or wife/husband, upon submission of a duly accomplished Application Form and Birth 
Certificate or Marriage Contract, as the case may be. 
 










- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

I, __________________________________, of legal age and a resident of 

__________________________________________________, have fully read and understand 

the contents of the Terms and Conditions of Membership and the detailed Policies and 
Procedures of Thanks AI Sales and Marketing Corporation, and as a proof of my conformity 

thereof, I have affix my signature above my full name below: 
 

 

____________________________           __________________________ 

                    Member                                                                          Date Signed 
 

Accepted by: 
 

 

________________________________ 

Country Manager 

Thanks AI Sales and Marketing Corporation 

 

 

 

Member ID Number: ___________________  
 


